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Can it be doubted that a President, who governed by virtue
of his military authority and without the obstruction of a
Parliament, was empowered to confer doctorates by nomina-
tion ? At any rate, I like to think so and to dream that I
was once a Doctor in Argentina.
But I was sometimes more than that.   For such courtesy
as I encountered does not stop short at a mere doctorate;
and I was frequently presented to the world as a Professor,
No one was harsh enough to ask what I professed; but
the perfect chivalry of this community of Doctors impelled
them to adorn their guest with an academic dignity superior
to their own.   Bare equality would have been quite enough
for me ; but hospitality in Argentina does not do things by
halves, and I became a courtesy Professor.   This was almost
too much.   An honest man, I felt, might possibly have over-
looked a bogus doctorate ; but would he not repudiate a
Chair to which he had no title ?   I lacked the courage;
and I can only hope that friends in Buenos Aires will accept
this tardy confession as the best amends that I can make.
But whilst it lasted, the unaccustomed dignity had rare
charms for the pretender ; and I tasted all the dizzy emo-
tions of those courageous men who cash substantial cheques
in the style of " Lord Ian Foljambe," which invariably in-
spires confidence in the romantic breasts of cashiers at sea-
side hotels.   It was such a thrill to see myself in print as a
Professor; and it was sublime, when the attendant on the
train enquired solicitously whether the Senor Profesor would
take anything before retiring to his private coach.   Take
anything, indeed.   Was it not enough that he had taken
precedence over a whole race of Doctors ?   Someone had
told me that honorary degrees were unusual in Argentina.
That has not been my experience;   for dignities were
showered on my shrinking head.   But that has always been
the happy fate of Englishmen abroad.   Did not the Con-
tinent a century ago invariably ennoble the travelling
Englishman as" Milord " ?   Manners change with the spread
of education; and now they merely call him " Doctor."

